Practice Sheet 28.A
01. YOU SLEEP BLANKET HOW-MANY?
02. “_______” KNOW HOW YOU?
   [COOK, SEW, MAKE COOKIES, PAINT, MANAGE BUSINESS, CUT-HAIR, etc.]
03. DRESS YOU LIKE USE-[wear]? (Do you like to wear dresses?)
04. DURING TEST YOU COPY FRIEND PAPER YOU?
05. DIAPER, YOU CHANGE BEFORE?

Practice Sheet 28.B
06. SHIRT DOTS YOU HAVE?
07. HAIR-DRYER YOU USE?
08. HAT YOU HAVE? WHAT-KIND?
09. YOU PREFER LIVE SINGLE-[alone] [bodyshift "or"] ROOMMATE-[match] WHICH?
10. NECKLACE, GOLD, YOU HAVE?

Practice Sheet 28.C
11. “__________” KNOW HOW YOU?
    [ALGEBRA, PROGRAM COMPUTER, PLAY CHESS, TAKE-CARE PLANT, etc.]
12. YOUR DAD “_______” EVERYDAY?
    [SHAVE, GO WORK, COOK, FISHING, etc.]
13. YOUR MOM SOMETIMES “_______”?
    [BICYCLE, LOSE KEYS, GO LIBRARY, etc.]
14. STRIPES-[vertical], YOU FACE-[look] GOOD YOU? (Do you look good in stripes?)
15. TIE YOU HAVE? [if so] HOW-MANY?

Practice Sheet 28.D
16. YOUR FAVORITE TOWEL, WHAT COLOR?
17. WET-WIPES YOU KEEP CAR? (Do you keep wet wipes in your car?)
18. “_______” YOU FINISH TOUCH YOU? (Have you been to Scotland?)
19. YOU HAVE SCARF?
20. "_______" YOU HAVE FAVORITE?
   [SHIRT, RESTAURANT, BOOK, AUNT, etc.]
Example: SHIRT, YOU HAVE FAVORITE?